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 Abstract1

This article analyzes how Tempos Fantásticos (Fantastic Times), a satirical newspaper 
published in Brazil since 2016, activates matrices of the fantastic to dispute the values 
and conventions of the journalistic canon. Constructing conceptual and methodological 
frameworks out of the works of Raymond Williams and Jesús Martín-Barbero and 
their eff orts to consider historicities in any analysis of culture, we demonstrate how 
the experimentation with the "fi ctional journalism" in Tempos Fantásticos means 
disputing the ethical imperative that legitimizes journalism as a social institution 
and one of its central values, topicality. This movement is evidence of political and 
cultural disputes in the treatment of the values and conventions of journalism, time, 
and reality.

Keywords
Battles of memories; Journalism; Folha de S. Paulo; 1964 coup; Military dictator-
ship.

1 Paper submitted to the Historicities of Communication Processes Seminar—VI National Meeting of Rese-
arch Groups, held at the Arts, Humanities, and Letters Center of the Federal University of Recôncavo da 
Bahia, Cachoeira, BA, on September 27, 28, and 29, 2017.
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1 Introduc� on

Does the daily news worry you? The interna� onal stage isn’t one of the best? 
Coverage is insuffi  cient? Don’t worry. With just one click (and a li� le fi nancial sacrifi ce) 
you can acquire Tempos Fantásti cos, a newspaper of the future, past, alternate 
presents. Journalists sca� ered throughout the four dimensions of the mul� verse 
bring unprecedented news to the curious reader. Reports from the cosmic future, 
from the � me of caves or even from the present day, in a parallel reality. Experience 
fi erce, punctual, and fi c� onal journalism on temposfantas� cos.com. Subscribe to the 
newsle� er for more informa� on.1 (Tempos, May 16, 2016)

Tempos Fantásti cos (Fantas� c Times) is a sa� rical newspaper that has been published monthly in 
Brazil since June 2016. In general, the newspaper is produced in A3 format, in black and white, and each 
edi� on has only one page, front and back. Its printed versions (on sulphite bond) and digital (in pdf format) 
are sold online (www.temposfantas� cos.com). The editor is Angelo Dias, a young man from São Paulo 
who, on his personal website2, introduces himself as a designer and a writer. Dias has a bachelor's degree 
in journalism and works as a designer for the Folha de S. Paulo newspaper. He is the creator of the Tempos 
Fantásti cos. At fi rst, he produced all of the copy and illustra� ons, designed the layout, and promoted and 
distributed the newspaper. With the consecu� ve edi� ons, a community of collaborators from diverse 
fi elds joined the project, taking on a variety of tasks3. And even if a team of authors are now commi� ed to 
wri� ng content, the invita� on to collaborate is emphasized in each issue.

In this ar� cle, based on the conceptual and methodological perspec� ves of Raymond Williams 
and Jesús Mar� n-Barbero and their eff orts to consider historici� es in any analysis of the culture, we 
analyze how Tempos Fantásti cos ac� vates matrices of the fantas� c to dispute the journalis� c canon’s 
values   and conven� ons. We analyze the fi rst edi� ons of the newspaper—its texts, illustra� ons, visual and 
graphic design as well as promo� onal videos and strategies, along with statements made by the creator 
and publisher. We consider both the product and its complementary materials—which are par� cularly 
dedicated to highligh� ng its premises and strategies—useful for demonstra� ng important poli� cal and 
cultural disputes in the treatment of the values of journalism, � me, and reality. Our objec� ve is to show 
that the experimenta� on with "fi c� onal journalism" in Tempos Fantásti cos disputes the ethical impera� ve 
that legi� mizes journalism as a social ins� tu� on and one of its central values, topicality. We adopt the 
fantas� c as a poten� ally transgressive hermeneu� c frame, in which the limits of temporal and historical 
conven� ons are confronted with the possibility and mul� plicity of other � mes4.

Tempos Fantásti cos presents itself as a Timeless Newspaper, and promises to "bring news of 
things that do not exist" and assumes "a commitment to lies, to fi c� on, to inven� on, to the idea" (Tempos, 
Oct. 31, 2016)5. Its premises and promises off er us an opportunity to inves� gate connec� ons between 
journalism, values, and conven� ons as a key of entry to problema� ze historicizing processes. It leads us to 

1 Text from Tempos Fantásticos Release video, available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLWrmq-
Sok8A Accessed on March 6, 2018.

2 www.angelodias.com.br

3 In March 2018, the Expediente notes Angelo Dias; Jana Bianchi, Director of Projects, Communication and 
Wonders; João P. Lima, Editorial, Editing, and Wonderful Creations Director; Ludimila Honorato, Director 
of Editing, Correction and Adjustment of Conduct; as well as Raphael Andrade, Director of Illustration, 
Layout, and Aesthetic Experiments. http://www.temposfantasticos.com/. Accessed on March 6, 2018 in 
"Quem Somos?" (Who Are We) at the bottom of the page.

4 In contrast to the studies that emphasize relationships between journalism and entertainment, from the 
perspective of their general goals, our study focuses on the specifi city of the concept of the fantastic as a 
way of bringing tension to cultural matrices and temporalities of journalism, a problematic to which this 
work is dedicated.

5 Texts from the video Premissa (Premise), available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-INPxOb9wA  
Accessed on March 6, 2018.
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Raymond Williams’s acknowledgement of the existence of elements of diff erent temporali� es and origins 
that confi gure any sociocultural process (Williams, 1979) and his argument that if a conven� on expresses a 
mode of feeling, then changes in the conven� ons indicate changes in a given society’s structure of feeling. 
It also leads us, in dialogue with Jesus Mar� n-Barbero, to the understanding that Tempos Fantás� cos 
ac� vates at least two important cultural matrices—a journalis� c matrix founded on a modern concep� on 
of journalism understood as a mediator of historical � me and a matrix of the fantas� c, cultural kind that 
mobilizes a fi c� onal repertoire of narra� ves marked by uncanny elements.

Our methodological strategy will hence be to connect the analysis of the disputes of journalism’s 
conven� ons with the considera� on of how values  established in the fi eld of journalism are disputed by 
Tempos Fantás� cos as an industrial format and thus cons� tute their "matrices," in the words of Jesús 
Mar� n-Barbero. The newspaper eff ectuates a movement of dispute of the conven� ons that shape values   
and matrices through processes of reitera� on, reframing, refusal, and ironic presences. En route, we discuss 
how the use of "fi c� onal journalism" means dispu� ng the ethical impera� ve that legi� mizes journalism 
as a social ins� tu� on and one of its central values, topicality; we evaluate the experimenta� on with � me 
and the fantas� c as a transgressive framework. The experiments with cultural forms and conven� ons of 
journalism and fantasy, carried out by the newspaper, have proved themselves analy� cally relevant places 
to observe the links between cultural change and social change. This ar� cle off ers itself as a contribu� on 
to the understanding of journalism’s historici� es.

2 Theore� cal-Methodological Strategies: Conven� ons, Matrices, 
and the Diff erent Temporali� es in Cultural Analysis 

The considera� on of the archaic, residual, dominant, new, and emerging elements is recurrent 
in Williams’s works, and describes a way of analyzing the process of incorpora� on, fundamental to the 
understanding of how   hegemonic values are ac� vely lived by, set in prac� ce, and expected from subjects 
in concrete social situa� ons and, thus, construct hegemonic culture. Cultural analysis, in Williams’s 
works, should thus highlight how values   shape life’s prac� ces and expecta� ons—values   are never mere 
abstrac� ons, and they cannot be understood only as ideological imposi� on—and this is exactly the process 
that shapes a culture as a dominant culture. At the same � me, and fundamentally, if we take into account 
the Gramscian concept of hegemony, there are alterna� ve and opposing values, meanings, a�  tudes, and 
opinions. It is this rela� onship between dominant values   and tendencies and alterna� ve and opposi� onal 
values   and tendencies that can help us understand the ongoing process of renewal, re-crea� on, tension, 
confl ict, resistance that characterizes hegemony and enables us to think that hegemony can be disputed. 
Culture has these two aspects or two faces, one that refers to the set of values, norms, regula� ons, 
projec� ons among which the members of a society are raised, and, simultaneously, the new tendencies 
that arise and are tested: this is the common process that links socie� es and individuals; culture is always, 
simultaneously, tradi� on and crea� vity; it is always exteriority and interiority (Williams, 1989).

 In this sense, Williams asserts that the analyst must consider various social temporali� es in any 
analysis of culture and be a� en� ve to a certain sense of movement, of historical process, of complex 
connec� ons between these dominant, hegemonic elements, and the archaic, residual, new, and 
emerging. Observing the mul� plicity of temporali� es experienced in each historical moment (past-past, 
past-present, present-present, present-future, future-future) highlights Williams's concern with the ac� ve 
process of giving direc� on to culture and with his eff ort, concurrently theore� cal and poli� cal, valuing 
cultural change (Gomes, 2011).

Williams (2001, p. 33) understands conven� on, “those modes of expression that have 
tacit consensus,” as a vital part of the structure of feeling: “as the structure changes, new 
modes of expression are perceived and understood, as old modes begin to appear empty and 
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ar� fi cial” (Williams, 2001, p.33), in a narrow channel between social change and cultural change.
            We understand that Raymond Williams's statements form an analysis of conven� ons as a twofold 
movement: 1) By iden� fying conven� ons, the socially “already recognized,” we regard the disputes around 
them—how these conven� ons are subject to repe� � on, renaming, re-framing, explicit refusals, implicit 
subversions; 2) When we iden� fy poten� ally “new” conven� ons, we observe how they dispute the consensus 
and how they are places that cul� vate processes of persistence, adjustment, unconscious assimila� on, ac� ve 
resistance, alterna� ve struggle that characterize any process of the fi ght for recogni� on in the cultural fi eld.
             We link these movements of analysis of conven� ons to the proposal that Jesus Mar� n-Barbero 
solidifi es in the formula� on of the diachronic axis from his map of media� ons, to address his concern with 
the heterogeneity of temporali� es. For Mar� n-Barbero, it is fundamental to understand the historical 
rela� onship that marks the transi� on from cultural matrices to industrial formats. The rela� onship 
between matrices and formats speaks of the “mul� plicity of temporali� es, [in] the mul� plicity of histories, 
with their own rhythms and their own logics” (Mar� n-Barbero, 1995, 43). What is central to Williams’s 
cultural analysis, and what Mar� n-Barbero captures in the construc� on of his map of media� ons, is the 
crucial importance of considering the various social temporali� es in any analysis of culture.

Mar� n-Barbero seems to consider the concep� on of cultural matrices as the matrices of a culture 
that operated "before" or "outside" media culture, and insofar as it cons� tutes the diachronic axis of the 
map of media� ons as a rela� on between Cultural Matrices/Industrial Formats that would allow us to 
understand how popular matrices are present in the shaping of mass media products. We will explore 
the hypothesis of considering cultural matrices as already media-based matrices, formed in the historical 
process of media culture’s consolida� on (Gomes et al, 2016, Gomes et al., 2017). This jus� fi es our 
considera� on of media-cultural matrices: the shaping of communica� on products (or industrial formats) 
would take into account matrices forged in the actual rela� on to media culture (television, cinema, pop 
culture, literature, journalism, etc.).
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FIGURE 1: First page of the fi rst issue of the newspaper
(Headline: “Lunar Elevator is Chosen in Vote by Scientifi c Council”)

(Ad: “Experience the Amazing Technology / …  / TIMEVISION from the future to you) 

The historical rela� onship that marks the passage from the cultural matrices to the industrial 
formats is fundamental for understanding the heterogeneity of temporali� es evoked by Tempos 
Fantásti cos. With its name, the newspaper already evokes at least two important matrices. The fi rst is a 
journalis� c matrix, founded on a modern concep� on of journalism as the mediator of historical � me. The 
very use of “� me,” in the � tle, refers to a journalis� c tradi� on that emerges from an Anglo-Saxon press at 
the beginning of the nineteenth century. It is a concept that fi nds synthesis in the no� on of journalism as 
a mirror of � me (VOS, 2011). Today it s� ll serves as a marker on the map of the world’s leading journalism: 
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newspapers such as The Times, The New York Times, the magazine TIME and the Minas Gerais newspapers 
Tempo and Hoje em Dia. The la� er, although it does not carry “� me” in the � tle, points to what underlies 
this journalism's rela� onship with � me, the idea that newspapers operate as mediators of our historical 
experience, off ering their community of readers upon readers a temporal and ontologically determined 
map of narra� ves from a socially shared reality.

The second matrix is   that of the fantas� c, cultural kind that mobilizes a fi c� onal repertoire of 
narra� ves marked by unusual elements—forms of the supernatural, the occult, and the unknown. On 
several occasions during the presenta� on of the Tempos Fantásti cos, it is presented as a “newspaper of 
specula� ve fi c� on,” a term coined by the American writer Robert A. Heinlein in the 1940s to describe 
stories based on premises that start with “let’s suppose that ...” or “What would happen if ...” (Heinlein, 
2011). In literary circles, the term would serve as an umbrella no� on to refer to a variety of genres such 
as science fi c� on, fantasy, and utopian and dystopian fi c� on (Thomas, 2013). All of them, in general, 
are driven by the fantas� c as the narra� ve’s modulator, that is, by its temporal workings. In par� cular, 
cyberpunk and steampunk, subgenres of science fi c� on, are characterized precisely by the construc� on of 
diege� c universes historically anachronis� c, in which elements of the past and future are fused. Beyond a 
discussion of the fantas� c’s conven� ons, the important aspects to consider are its temporal implica� ons, 
insofar as the unusual emerges to weave an alterity of the experience of � me and daily life into the plots’ 
fabric.

3 Ethical Impera� ve and Journalis� c Temporality

A set of values cons� tute the journalis� c canon or at least purport a hegemonic cons� tu� on: 
they structure hegemonic discourses of journalism and cons� tute their norma� vity; they are proclaimed 
in the manuals, and they even a� empt to shape curricular matrices of teaching. Such values, topicality, 
impar� ality, exclusion, objec� vity, independence, public interest are performed by Tempos Fantásti cos, 
in a tense rela� onship between reaffi  rma� on and deconstruc� on—a rela� onship that is the basis of 
meta-journalism’s sa� rical elements6. Tempos Fantásti cos grounds itself in canonical journalism in order 
to dispute its values, in a complex movement that displays the conven� ons with all their excesses, almost 
as caricatures, therefore a� emp� ng to deconstruct the values   to which these conven� ons give shape. 
Of course, in these a� empts, we also observe certain obstacles, and what is meant to deconstruct and 
dispute some� mes appears as simple reitera� on. Conven� ons and matrices are simultaneously displayed, 
triggered, and deconstructed. And this is done in the self-referen� al discourses (in the videos, in the 
editorials, in the promo� onal material) and befi �  ngly in the concrete materiality of the product (texts, 
illustra� ons, visual and graphic design).

In the Lançamento7 (Launch) video (Tempos, May 16, 2016), whose text we off er as an epigraph 
to this ar� cle, in an ironic tone, an adver� sement with old-fashioned language presents/displays Tempos 
Fantásti cos in contraposi� on to the veredict that “the journalis� c coverage is insuffi  cient,” playing a 
game with journalism’s treasured values: independence (“fi erce journalism”), the ability to fi nd news 
(“our journalists are sca� ered across the four dimensions of the mul� verse”), topicality (a “punctual” 
journalism).

Tempos Fantásti cos imparts the diagnosis of journalism’s collapse in contemporary culture while 
promising to provide the journalism that the reader needs. Its proposal is born of a cri� cism announced 

6 We have carried out, in the Center for Research in Cultural Studies and Transformations in Communi-
cation / TRACC (http://tracc-ufba.com.br/), some eff orts to analyze political and cultural disputes in the 
treatment of values and conventions of journalism, especially those of Brazil. We highlight, especially: 
Gutmann, 2014; Gomes et al, 2016; Ferreira, 2014; Vilas Bôas, 2012; Maia, 2012; Gutmann, Ferreira & 
Gomes, 2008; Gomes, 2008.

7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLWrmqSok8A. Accessed March 6, 2018.
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to journalism: "Journalism in the 21st century, in modern � mes, is ready to die," says Angelo Dias at the 
beginning of the video Premissa (Tempos, Oct. 31, 2016), seeming to reverberate Williams’s observa� on 
that the change in a culture’s values   and tendencies makes old forms of expression seem "empty and 
ar� fi cial" (Williams, 2001, p. 33). But why would journalism be ready to die? What would be ailing 
journalism, according to Tempos Fantásti cos? The way journalism is done today “it borders on fi c� on…” 
This diagnosis, at the same � me as it serves as the basis for the introduc� on to Tempos Fantásti cos’ future 
strategy (the subversion of the journalist’s daily experiences while producing Folha de São Paulo), shapes 
the expecta� on that another journalism will be possible. A tense connec� on binds fi c� on and journalism: 
fi c� on arises as a problem in journalism (which would closely border on fi c� on akin to the manipula� on 
of informa� on, according to the video Premissa), but fi c� on is also the place to carry out an alterna� ve 
struggle, because instead of manipula� ng informa� on, Tempos Fantásti cos off ers us, shamelessly, “news 
of things that do not exist” (Tempos, Oct. 31, 2016)8. In the same video, Angelo Dias commits to the idea 
that, contrary to what he learned in college, impar� ality and ethics are not possible, and the only way out 
is to follow through completely, off ering the reader a commitment to lie, to fi c� on, to inven� on.

The inten� on to create "fi c� onal journalism" immediately disputes the ethical impera� ve of 
journalism and one of its central values, topicality. The ethical impera� ve would designate “news as the 
true discourse on the facts of reality” (War, 2008, p. 34), as an important link between the journalism’s 
credibility and public trust—informa� on cannot, righ� ully so, “become fi c� on” (War, 2008, page 33) nor 
can the public systema� cally doubt “the reality of the facts reported” (War, 2008, page 33). The reality 
at the founda� on of Tempos Fantásti cos, however, cons� tutes a transgression: “The texts in Tempos 
Fantásti cos must have a basis in reality; they aren’t stories detached from what we are living” (Premissa 
Video), but it is a parallel reality that operates in the mode of fantasy, of science fi c� on. The newspaper 
off ers us “fantas� c and surreal texts from all of space-� me”9.

Topicality, this temporality of the present � me, defi ning and legi� mizing journalism as a social 
ins� tu� on, in turn, would demarcate the very meaning of reality and construct referen� al rela� ons for 
daily life. In journalism, symbolic labels of the present moment are also methods of organizing everyday 
life: instantaneity, simultaneity, periodicity, novelty and public revela� on describe “temporal rela� ons 
that journalism triggers, linked to ac� ons, situa� ons, and ways of handling events in the present � me” 
(Franciscato, 2005, p.23). In Tempos Fantásti cos, we have movements that open up mul� ple temporali� es.

The editorial of the fi rst issue disputes the links between the ethical impera� ve and the value of 
journalis� c topicality explicitly:

The newspaper Tempos Fantás� cos was not created to bring urgent and emerging 
informa� on. We go beyond the will of the reader and bring informa� on from parallel 
worlds in the infi nite mul� verses and inside-out reali� es. Tempos Fantás� cos brings 
texts from the future, past, and alternate presents, from worlds we haven’t seen and 
our unseen world. Correspondents send news from a hundred years in the future, a 
thousand years in the past or a few minutes ‘to the side,’ in other words, in another 
Earth like ours (Editorial, 2016a, p. 1).

4 Anachronis� c Times

As an interpre� ve gesture of the structuring temporal rela� ons of journalis� c media� ons, 
journalism’s rela� onship with temporality ends up being pacifi ed, both in the discourses legi� mizing 
the ins� tu� onality of news as narra� ves of the present � me, and by the cri� cisms of the insuffi  ciency 

8 Texts from the video Premissa, available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-INPxOb9wA. Accessed 
on March 6, 2018.

9 In the newspaper’s introduction text, on its website: http://www.temposfantasticos.com/
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or inferiority of these narra� ves’ historical quality. Studies that are most conscious of these temporal 
rela� ons realize that a complex framework of temporali� es guide journalis� c narra� ves. When analyzing 
the daily newspapers’ discourses, Elton Antunes (2007) affi  rms that the informa� on media "short-circuits 
the � mes":

[...] while it is standardizing the present � me—chronologically ordering and se�  ng the 
pace to daily life—it is also broadcas� ng representa� ons of diverse temporal rela� ons, 
giving rise to other � mes of other strata. They are, in the same movement, overlapping 
and intersec� ng layers. To bring the � mes up to date with experience, the media allots 
visibility to non-contemporary � mes. Hence the media does not only transport � me; it 
engenders temporal rela� ons. (Antunes, 2007, p.289)

Recognizing this temporal complexity in journalism is fundamental; moreover, it is fundamental 
to understanding what is at stake when we come across a newspaper such as Tempos Fantásti cos, whose 
temporal and historical structures actuate journalis� c conven� ons to rightly subvert their values, exhibi� ng 
mul� ple temporali� es. In the fi rst edi� on’s editorial, it lets it be known that, a� er all, it’s "A newspaper 
about the future, past, and alternate presents" (Editorial, 2016a, p.1). Throughout their edi� ons, games 
with temporali� es are deeply explored, par� cularly with historical categories of past, present, and future.
We can see these games in the news stories’ space-� me repor� ng. Below the headlines, we read “From 
the future,” “From the past,” “From our present,” etc. The labels express not only the diversity of � mes, 
but also the emphasis on � me, to the detriment of space (as we commonly fi nd in newspapers, and their 
news “from São Paulo” or “from Brasília,” for example), in the contextualiza� on of narrated events and 
the sites of fi c� onal reporters. The news anchoring is also strategically vague, referring to vast historical 
extracts, unlike the geographical delinea� ons, which are usually more specifi c and localized.

And if temporal diversity spreads in this historically stra� fi ed model, Tempos Fantásti cos further 
expands its possibili� es by crea� ng alternate and parallel � mes. In news such as "Large Hadron Collider 
Destroys Solar System—From an Alternate Present" (Grande..., 2016, p.1), the newspaper entertains 
topicality’s fabular and specula� ve narra� on. The same applies for news such as "Jack the Ripper is Found 
Alive in London Alleyway—From a Parallel Past," in which the newspaper recreates the past. This, in turn, 
is set against opposing news, on the same page: "Jack the Ripper is Found Dead in London Alleyway—From 
Another Parallel Past." The two stories’ very arrangement on opposite sides of the page strengthens the 
rela� onship of parallelism, further demonstrated by the illustra� on between the two stories (Figure 2).
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FIGURE 2: Fragment of the second page of the fi rst edition of Tempos Fantástico

s

In many ways such as this, Tempos Fantásti cos constructs � mes that, by defi ni� on, cannot come 
to an end in themselves. It is interes� ng to note that, although the newspaper travels through diff erent 
temporal extracts, the recurring label “From Our Present” always func� ons as the editorial column’s 
temporal link. Such anchoring refers to a historical experience based not only on the topicality of its 
reports (in 2016, 2017, or 2018, the newspaper’s “base” period), but also on a topicality shared by its 
culturally situated readers—"ours" ac� ng as the sign of this commonality. Thus, even the future, the past, 
and the alternate presents have "our present" as a referen� al core and key to the text.

The deliberate explora� on of the possibili� es of temporal opening is o� en thema� zed in the 
newspaper's self-referen� al speeches. In the editorial “Diff erent � mes can bring the same needs,” this 
explora� on takes on an ethical and poli� cal tone:

We want to speak and be understood, to do and be recognized. We want to be accepted 
and included in society, regardless of race, color, sex, sexuality, or ability. Diff erent 
� mes bring diff erent people, with diff erent thoughts and complex philosophies. The 
acceptance of diversity as evolu� on must be proclaimed to the four corners of the 
mul� verse. (Editorial, 2016b, p.1)

In Tempos Fantásti cos’ launch video10, the audiovisual language confi gures temporal rela� ons that 
are also very signifi cant in terms of the structuring of the newspaper's own temporali� es. Firstly, these 
temporal rela� ons emerge through the aesthe� cal evoca� on of early twen� eth century newsreels, the 
use of black and white archival images, the announcer’s dic� on, the old-fashioned sound of his voiceover. 
The images themselves point to a world in the fi rst half of the century: in addi� on to images of war and 
the era’s technologies, we see journalists gathered around old presses with a 1938 newspaper in hand.

The old-fashioned references are recurring in the newspaper’s style and themes, not only in the 

10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLWrmqSok8A
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excursions into the past, but in the very method of u� lizing classic matrices of the fantas� c, especially those of 
literature and science fi c� on cinema. Not coincidentally, when announcing that the newspaper brings reports 
from the cosmic future, the video uses a shot from Méliès’s A Trip to the Moon. Furthermore, the newspaper 
embraces the poe� cs of steampunk and specula� ve fi c� on by summoning and reimagining the historical past.
Secondly, it is in the midst of this return to the past that the newspaper constructs its anachronisms as 
strategies of bringing tension to temporal coherence. The invita� on to the viewer to buy the newspaper 
employs the phrase "With just a click...," introducing a strongly out-of-place element to the announcement 
speech. The words are accompanied by a hand holding a computer mouse, and the image’s black and 
white frame creates an ar� fi cially seamless transi� on into the rest of the fi lm.

In the video, there is another anachronism, this � me not in the use of anachronis� c elements 
within the fi lm’s temporal structure, but within the work’s rela� on to the � me period of its intended 
audience. The disparity is evident when the speaker says that the newspaper brings news “even from the 
present day,” although the speech is accompanied by images from the past (an old scene of cars circling a 
street). The fi rst page of Tempos Fantásti cos, a new newspaper released to readers upon readers in Brazil 
in 2016 (its "base" � me period), appears in the video’s images of an old press, followed by a scene of a 
middle-aged man opening his newspaper while si�  ng in a rocking chair.

Tempos Fantásti cos presents the slogan "The Timeless Journal" in its headline and in its 
promo� onal material. Here again the label of the rela� on between journalism and � me in the media� on 
of historical experience is put into play, reiterated, and disputed. This dispute, as suggested by the slogan, 
occurs in the way the newspaper goes beyond a sense of topicality defi ned by the present � me, or at 
least for a coherent and stable present � me, homogeneously seized from a linear historical plot. From 
what can be seen in the movements of the newspaper’s content, this "� melessness" implies that Tempos 
Fantásti cos is not fi xed in (our) � me; it breaks through its borders.

However, it is interes� ng to note that the newspaper operates, eff ec� vely, not because of 
a � melessness, in other words, because of a denial of � me, but because of the diversity with which it 
defi nes its movements for inclusion of diff erent � mes. Past, present, and future are mobilized and merged 
by the newspaper in such a way that their temporal iden� � es are preserved and also considered, allowing 
several historical strata to coexist horizontally in the same publica� on, without, at fi rst, one taking priority 
over the other. This is a curious form of anachronism, in as much as the editorial unit understood through 
the newspaper's exemplar is not characterized by a contemporary world’s narra� ves—topicality—but by 
� melessness as a proposal of the open percep� on of � me demonstrated by the newspaper’s model.

The slogan "The � meless newspaper" becomes more signifi cant when we note that the Tempos 
Fantásti cos does not display the date of the edi� on in its headline (or anywhere else), signifying its 
denial of chronological constraints, which also means refusing to men� on a determined (chronologically 
iden� fi ed) reality.

In addi� on to the modes of the narra� ves’ organiza� on, the explora� on of temporal possibili� es 
is o� en formulated as a theme in the Tempos Fantásti cos. And this can be seen in several places in the 
newspaper, including in their ads (most of them fi c� � ous). An illumina� ng example is an adver� sement 
that stands out in the center of the fi rst page of the fi rst edi� on, a product called “� mevision” (Fig. 1). 
The illustra� on features a TV with an hourglass displayed on its screen. The old model of the TV set, 
accompanied by the slogan “From the future to you,” cra� s even greater complexity in the symbolic web 
of tangled temporali� es in the adver� sement. It, once again, enables the readers to envision mul� ple 
� meframes in the newspaper, also the poten� al viewers of such a "technological marvel." And even more 
fundamentally, it draws a� en� on to the centrality of � me in the confi gura� on of media� on represented 
by the Tempos Fantásti cos—something that, as we seek to argue, refers to the very rela� on with the 
modern matrix of journalism understood as mediator of the experience of � me and history.

From movements like these, pu�  ng the Tempos Fantásti cos in perspec� ve with the temporal 
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conven� ons of the journalis� c matrix that it ac� vates, we can observe an evident tension between 
temporality and un� meliness. The un� mely here, recovering meanings of the term employed in 
Nietzschean thinking (Nietzsche, 2003), describes the temporally unexpected and imper� nent aspect of 
certain ideas and postures in the order of � me. This is how the temporal frames of the Tempos Fantásti cos 
are dis� nguished from the offi  cial newspapers, in that these frames promote a more radical “short circuit,” 
making mul� plicity a strength, rather than a threat. This strength is summoned in its poe� cs, approaching 
the fantas� c not only through the unusual and supernatural themes, but through the transgression of the 
temporal logics that govern its reality(s).

5 The Fantas� c Quo� dian

It is important to understand to what extent the anachronisms exhibited in the opera� ons of 
Tempos Fantásti cos are connected to the ways in which journalis� c media� on is conceived in modernity, 
in its close rela� on with the experiences of daily life. In this aspect, the fantas� c can be understood as a 
classifi ca� on that is poten� ally transgressive of certain hermeneu� cal limits, par� cularly of the limits of 
temporal and historical conven� ons, when confron� ng them with the possibility and mul� plicity of other 
� mes. As we will go on to argue, if there is a radical temporal short-circui� ng in progress within the pages 
of the Tempos Fantásti cos, its spark begins in the quo� dian and returns to it.

In evoking a modern matrix of journalism, the Tempos Fantásti cos appropriates discourses that 
regard the newspapers as an important—or even necessary—media� on of historical experience (Manna, 
2016). This implies that, in modernity, newspapers become understood and legi� mized as mediators of a 
socially shared and temporally determined reality. In this reality, there is not only a social consciousness 
of newspapers’ supposed duty to report world events, but a truly historical consciousness of the present, 
inasmuch as the moderns promote a "temporaliza� on of history" (Koselleck, 2006).

It is within these condi� ons that the Tempos Fantásti cos performs its refl exive movements. It is 
not random, in this sense, that its declared intension to sa� rize reality, as Angelo Dias states11—“Tempos 
Fantásti cos is a sa� re of reality” (Tempos, Oct. 31, 2016), is presented within media� on’s modes of 
opera� on. The newspaper confi gures a set of layers of tension—beginning with journalism’s conven� ons 
and values—in order to reach the culturally cons� tuted and journalis� cally connected world. These layers 
are accentuated in the following speech by Angelo Dias, in the same video, which expresses reality’s 
cri� cal process that does not occur without the condi� ons of its percep� on through journalis� c media� on: 
“Tempos Fantásti cos is a sa� re [1a] of journalism, [2a] of the way we read the news, [3a] of the way we 
tell each other facts, and [4a] how all of it refl ects our real life.” (Tempos, Oct. 31, 2016, emphasis added).

For this sa� re to take on meaning, it begins with the recogni� on of journalism’s importance as a 
social ins� tu� on of � me and history. As Antunes affi  rms, the news “is one of the temporal signals u� lized 
by society for its orienta� on” (Antunes, 2007, p. 287), and daily journalism is one of the social ins� tu� ons 
“that acts as a frame of reference to delineate what is understood by � me” (p.287). Recognizing topicality 
as a dis� nc� ve operator of the journalis� c discourse of � me, Antunes evokes André Vitalis, who analyzes 
the importance of journalism for the cons� tu� on of a modern no� on of topicality:

Topicality gives form to our experience of � me. Living perpetually listening to the 
world news alters our rela� onship with others, but also our own percep� on of the 
temporal frame. It is the daily press that, since the middle of the nineteenth century, 
has introduced a new way of rela� ng to its contemporaries and that has installed a 
temporality hitherto unknown. (Vitalis et al., 2005, p.12, apud Antunes, 2007, p.10)

In this way, we can be� er understand the nature of bringing tension and what is at stake with the 

11 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-INPxOb9wA
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mobiliza� on of the fantas� c in a newspaper. It is important to keep in mind that in his book Introducti on 
to Fantasti c Literature (2004), Tzvetan Todorov emphasizes the distension that the fantas� c ini� ates in the 
percep� on of reality. The fantas� c is not just the appearance of the unusual, but it is the tension that is 
drawn when something unusual bursts into normality. Related to "morbid" states of consciousness, the 
fantas� c would expose a lacera� on in the world of regularity from the appearance of that which cannot 
appear/happen, but appears/happens. The fantas� c, says Todorov, has a close rela� onship with people in 
their daily lives, defying the parameters of normality by confron� ng no� ons of the natural (the regular, the 
coherent, the possible) and the supernatural (the unusual, the inexplicable, the absurd).

In Tempos Fantásti cos, the fantas� c emerges bringing with it a fi c� onal repertoire, evoked since 
its promo� onal videos. Speeches about the premises of an eccentric newspaper project—based on fi c� on, 
inven� on, and a "commitment to lies"—are interspersed with scenes from classic science fi c� on fi lms—
Aelita: Queen of Mars (Yakov Protazanov, 1924), First Spaceship on Venus (Kurt Maetzig, 1960) and Voyage 
to the Prehistoric Planet (Pavel Klushantsev, 1965). Thus, it is possible to an� cipate that the inclusion 
of aliens, vampires, or en� re planes of the newspaper’s imagined reality will serve not only to create 
a set of absurd news stories, but to bring new dimensions to the journalis� c narra� ve as the historical 
experience’s media� on of the commonality of the quo� dian.

It is interes� ng to note that, if journalis� c narra� ves are so strongly founded on observing everyday 
life, Tempos Fantásti cos unfolds its material at the intersec� on where journalism and the fantas� c can 
meet, insofar as the fantas� c itself is founded on the (transgressive) rela� onship with everyday life. This 
rela� on is defi ned in the terms of Roger Caillois, when he says that all of the fantas� c is a rupture of 
the recognized order, an outburst of the inadmissible within the inalterable everyday legality (Caillois, 
1965, 161). It’s also through this rela� onship to the everyday that Italo Calvino (2004) organizes his well-
known anthology of fantas� c tales from the nineteenth century: on one hand, he comes up with texts 
that he calls the “visionary fantas� c,” which depend on percep� on “behind ordinary appearances another 
world, enchanted or infernal” (Calvino, 2004, p.13). On the other hand, in the stories he describes as the 
“everyday fantas� c,” he iden� fi es narra� ves “in which the supernatural remains invisible, more ‘felt’ than 
‘seen,’ engaging an inner dimension, such as mood or conjecture” (p.13). In any case, we can perceive 
that, in one or another form of expression, the fantas� c employs as its jumping-off  point, as a temporal 
constraint (always in rela� on to space as well) daily life.

In this sense, the fantas� c emerges precisely when the � me of everyday life opens up to other 
� mes. As Dorothea Von Mücke (2003) proposes, the unusual enters into fantas� c narra� ves as a historical 
other. Thus, the author characterizes her plots, not through the thema� za� on of certain anachronisms 
that arise—lapses, fragmenta� ons, overlaps, temporal inversions, or encounters between characters and 
elements of diff erent � mes—but above all by construc� ng an anachronis� c experience of the narra� ve 
world experienced by a reader who seeks coherence and totality.

Pu�  ng in perspec� ve journalism and the unusual, Leal, Manna, and Jácome (2013) emphasize 
that newspapers operate, in culture, as regulators of our rela� onship with quo� dian reality and other 
worlds through which we travel. By means of journalis� c narra� ves, we shape our modes of recogni� on, 
go along with pa� erns of meaning for what happens, and we hitch on that which we interpret and share 
it as part of our lives. However, the authors also call a� en� on to rela� ons that are more complex than the 
mere acquiescence and pacifi ca� on of mediated reality. There is frequent "tension between novelty and 
repe� � on, control and the uncontrollable, and the perspec� ves that view reality as 'mul� ple' or inhabited 
by 'possible worlds'" (Leal, Manna, & Jácom, 2013), demonstra� ng an instability in the very rituals of 
stabilizing their rou� nes.

In this sense, we could, on the one hand, interpret modern journalis� c opera� ons as a tendency 
to maintain “everyday legality”: the concern for maintaining this legality can be seen plainly, day a� er day, 
in the newspapers, evident in their interest in norma� ve devia� ons and the threat of the uncontrollable. 
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“The reality projected by journalism, through this bias, would always aspire to a transparent and unveiled 
world—and, therefore, symbolically controlled.” (Manna, 2016, p.25). On the other hand, the fantas� c can 
arise as a heuris� c approach to interpret the tensions inherent to journalism:

The fantas� c and the journalis� c, as general categories, seem interes� ng to us, in this 
sense, because they can easily occupy, in our imagina� on, the poles of a polarity that 
would separate the consonance from the intrigue of temporal dissonance. But this 
polarity is more interes� ng to us in that it reveals itself as a trap, and challenges us 
to perceive its poles in a dynamic way. This means understanding the diff erent ways 
in which narra� ves are specifi cally set up by the dilemmas of � me and history, never 
against or despite them. (Manna, 2016, p 126).

6 Conclusions

We have seen how the Tempos Fantásti cos ac� vates matrices of the fantas� c to dispute 
matrices and conven� ons of journalism, its values, its ins� tu� ons, its hegemonic prac� ces. 
Tempos Fantásti cos is based on a number of modern journalism’s values, which are performed 
within socially recognized conven� ons. Tension is brought to these conven� ons through 
predominantly sa� rical means, insofar as language and journalis� c cultural forms are mobilized 
in a self-conscious and refl ec� ve way for the construc� on of the newspaper’s fantas� c universe.
 In the refl ec� ons on the rela� onship between � me—and, in par� cular, historical � me—and 
journalism, there is a recurring idea that journalism is dedicated to narra� ng the present � me. Far 
from being linked to the recent confi gura� ons of journalism and the logic of instantaneity, or to the 
diagnosis of a supposed regime of historicity marked by presen� sm (Hartog, 2013), this idea has a very 
modern form. As Koselleck (2006) points out, with an eff ec� ve temporaliza� on of social experience 
and the moderns’ growing interest for their own historicity, the past and the future, par� cularly, arise 
as universes of historiographical refl ec� on. In this context, says Koselleck, a historical percep� on of the 
present, of the daily, and of topicality was brought forth and cul� vated, to a large extent, by journalists.
 On a stage of Modernity, journalism constructs modes of presence and absence as crisis, as � me/
space scission, as disjuncture (Giddens, 1991). The present, in journalism, appears as its own temporal 
dimension, rela� vely autonomous in rela� on to the memory of the past and projects for the future. The 
emphasis on the present and life experienced in daily life would thus be fundamental elements of the 
social experience mediated by journalism. But, as long as experiencing the everyday, enjoying the � me 
that passes, is the possible mode for a common life—we experience � me in dura� on—modern journalism 
a� empts to establish the primacy of the present in the experience of social life, at the same � me 
u� lizing the present as a measure of all things and making life a life without a trace and without a future.
  Tempos Fantásti cos recognizes this crisis scenario—of Modernity and Journalism; it recognizes 
mul� ple temporal fabrics of the present, guiding us to other possible temporali� es, and reminding us of 
the importance of the fantas� c for shaping our lives. The radical experience of temporal altera� ons and 
fantas� c reali� es promoted by Tempos Fantásti cos demonstrated anachronisms cons� tu� ve of journalis� c 
media� ons in their rela� onship with everyday life. The manifest evoca� on of the fantas� c allows us 
to exhibit these anachronisms, understood as power, and not as imper� nent aspects of a journalism 
viewed through stabilizing and deontological lenses. Tempos Fantásti cos thus proved to be, analy� cally, a 
produc� ve place to observe the connec� on between processes of cultural change and social change, so 
dear to Raymond Williams, and the temporal frames that shape the disputes for modern journalism, as 
well as the produc� vity of the adop� on of the fantas� c as an interpreta� ve strategy. In the experiments 
carried out by the newspaper, in the exercises with cultural forms and conven� ons of journalism and the 
fantas� c, a complex framework of temporali� es is constructed and a poli� cal and cultural dispute becomes 
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eff ec� ve. Tempos Fantásti cos is thus one of those dynamic and concrete objects in which con� nui� es and 
ruptures are evident, in a constant hesita� on/tension between determina� ons and confl icts, between 
resolu� ons and irresolu� ons, between tradi� on and change, memory and refusal.
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